Introduction

Grade 7

Safety is a basic human need. In order for children to develop emotionally, intellectually, and spiritually, their basic needs
must be met. For this reason, as well as the genuine love and concern we have for our children as members of our family
and
Children of God, we must commit ourselves to providing a safe environment in which we can teach our children and
foster their spiritual growth. It is imperative that the environment we provide not only keeps our children free from physical
and emotional harm in general, but also decreases the likelihood that they will become victims of abuse. Child abuse, sexual
abuse in
particular, occurs when an adult with a tendency toward abuse has contact with children in a context where
environmental / social inhibitions are compromised and the child’s resistance has been lowered.
The following curriculum was designed to be a routine part of
our education with children, both to promote and model safe
environment principles and to build resistance to abuse by
teaching our children about right relationships and what to do
when something is not right. It is the goal of this curriculum to
provide children with direct education about right relationships
and to educate them through teachable moments in our
relationships with them.

Overview

This module is designed for use during the first regular class
session. It introduces the Code of Conduct that guides adult
interactions with youth, in the context of a discussion of God’s
rules, Church rules / Tradition, and establishment of
classroom rules. If children are clear about the rules adults
are expected to follow and how such rules are protective of
them, they will be more resistant to efforts of a potential
perpetrator to bend the rules. This will be further aided by
Safe Environment teaching points for their grade level in this
lesson.
Student involvement in the identification of clear expectations
during the first class period helps increase their compliance
with the rules and promote a safe environment by decreasing
potentially harmful incidents of child behavior and increasing
the likelihood that positive reinforcement versus punitive strategies for maintaining the educational environment can be
utilized. Finally, an environment of open communication is
established as children are allowed input into the
development of classroom rules, and encouraged to
communicate their feelings and seek help when feeling
pressured to break the rules.
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Objectives





Introduce students to the classroom setting,
catechist, and each other.
Introduce the concept of rules as protective,
pro-social, and consistent with God’s teaching
Review adult code of conduct, specific Safe Environment skills, and establish classroom rules.
Encourage communication when a child feels
pressure to break the rules.

Session Outline










Introductions
Opening Prayer
Why Do We Have Rules?
What Are God’s Rules / the Rules of God’s Church?
Code of Conduct / Safe Environment
Communication
Establishment of Classroom Rules
Remembering the Rules
Closing Prayer

Materials created by Diocese of
Grand Island. Used with permission.

Supplies




Chalkboard and chalk –or- Flip chart and markers
Pens, pencils, crayons or markers and Poster-board
(magazines, scissors, glue -optional) for “Our Class
Rules” activity
Beach ball and permanent marker for optional activity
“Know the Rules for Adult / Child Interactions Beach
Ball”

Activities / Hand Outs

“Our Class Rules,” “Know the Rules for Adult/ Child
Interactions, “When to Say ‘No” to an Adult,” “How to Say
‘No’ to an Adult,” “How to Say ’No’ if someone is crossing
boundaries” activity sheet

Optional Activities
“Know the Rules for Adult / Child Interactions” Beach Ball
“”Ten Commandments” Activity Sheet
Materials created by Diocese of Grand Island. Used with permission.
Additional materials developed by Diocese of Rapid City.
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II. Opening Prayer

I. Introductions


Welcome each student as they
enter the classroom by
introducing yourself.



Introduce the regular curriculum /
theme for the year / semester if
applicable.



Have each student introduce
themselves to the group.

Dear God,
Thank you for bringing us
together as we begin a new year of
Religious Education. Please be with
us as we get to know each other and
plan our year
together. Help me to listen and share
in our discussion today.
In your name we pray.
Amen

III. Discussion: Why Do We Have Rules?
Pose the question: “Why do we have rules?”
Write responses on the chalkboard / flipchart.
(You are likely to get responses such as “so things
are fair,” “so no one gets hurt,” “to keep everyone
safe,” “to help everyone get along,” “to create a good
learning environment,” etc…)
If no one identifies “safety, positive learning
environment, helping people get along, etc” be sure
to add them in some form.
Save the list to refer to in later activities.

“…Whoever
practices and
teaches these
commands
will be called
great in the
kingdom of
heaven.”
Matthew 5:19

IV. What Are God’s Rules?
Ask: “What are God’s rules?” Discuss the Ten
Commandments
Optional Activity “The Ten Commandments “
Divide students into teams. Challenge the teams
to be the first to write down all ten commandments.

Ask: “What is the Golden Rule?” “Can anyone
tell me where it comes from?”
Discuss “the Golden Rule” In the Gospel, Jesus tells us to “Love your neighbor as yourself”
We should treat others how we want to be treated.

V. Code of Conduct

State: “The adults who work with you have agreed to follow some rules too.”
Handout:
“Know the Rules for Adult/ Child Interactions”
Give each child a copy of the handout. Read the rules together; discuss the reason behind each
rule.
Optional Activity: “Know the Rules for Adult / Child Interactions” Beach Ball.

Write the Rules for Adult / Child Interactions on a beach ball in random places, covering the ball. In class,
throw the ball to a student, ask them to read and give the reason for the rule that their right hand is touching /
closest to. When they have done so, have them throw the ball to another student. Repeat until all rules are
covered, or until all students have had a turn.

Be sure to discuss the following rules:
Don’t Give or Accept Expensive Gifts.
Ask: “Why do you suppose this is a rule?” “Who gives you expensive gifts?” “How would you feel if
someone you didn’t know well gave you a very expensive gift?”
State: “The adults who work with you will try to treat you equally / fairly.” “They won’t single any of you
out with special gifts or privileges.”
Ask: “Has anyone heard of the word ‘enticements’?” “What does it mean to ‘entice’ someone?” “How
about the word ‘lure’?” “Or the word ‘grooming’?”

Explain: “Lures and enticements are things, like gifts, special privileges, special atten- Page 3
tion, or access to restricted objects or activities that someone may use to lure or entice
another person into doing something they want them to do. (Like how a fishing lure gets the attention
of a fish and lures the fish into swallowing the hook.)” “Adults who have a motivation to harm or abuse
children sometimes use enticements to “lure” children / youth into developing a relationship with them.”
“These types of activities are examples of what is known as ‘grooming’.” “Think about it...have you ever
wanted something so much that you would do almost anything to get it?... Have you ever felt like you
owed someone because they gave you a gift or an opportunity you couldn’t have obtained for yourself?”
Don’t Use Alcohol or Drugs
Ask: “Why do you think this is a rule?” “What could be a problem with adults using alcohol or other
drugs when they are working with children and youth?”
You may get responses such as, “the kids might get access to it, they could get charged with procuring
for a minor, etc.” Reinforce responses suggesting that alcohol or other drugs could serve as
enticements. Explain: “This is another way someone may be ‘grooming’ you. If you take alcohol or
drugs and can’t think clearly, it will be more difficult to stop actions you may not want to take place.”
Ask: “What happens when a person uses alcohol or other drugs?” Reinforce answers that suggest
that alcohol or drugs alter one’s mood, thinking, or behavior. Explain: “Alcohol and other drugs
alter our mood and our clear thinking. They can impair our judgment when we are making decisions.”
“We want the adults who are working with you to use their very best judgment when the are with you..”
Report Abuse
Explain: “The adults who work with you are legally required to report abuse.“ “If an adult has reason to
believe that a minor has been abused (physically, emotionally, or sexually) they are mandated to make
a report to legal authorities.”
Ask: “Why do you suppose this is the law in our state?”
Explain: “Adults have a great deal of control in the lives of children. They control most of the resources, have the power to instill consequences, and often can control a child’s access to help.” “It is
the responsibility of all adults to look out for the well-being of minors, so that no adult is using their
power / control to harm or take advantage of them.”

Safe Environment:

Emphasize/ Discuss: As shared above, adults who are motivated to harm youth will try different ways
to be accepted and even trusted; sometimes not only by the person they want to harm, but even the parents.
They can be creative and do this in many ways: gifts, money, special attention, praising you excessively, getting you to keep secrets from parents, whatever works. They are trying to say and act they way they think you
want them to be, so they can get what they want in the end. T h e y m a y create conditions, challenging us
to prove ourselves; we need to watch and listen for these behaviors. They are not modeling the kind
of unconditional l o ve G o d de s ir e s f or u s. A s we b u i ld o ur r el at i on sh i p wi t h t he L or d, we feel
His loved unconditionally, and we desire to serve, to listen, to open our hearts to others. We deserve true
love that is based on respect for ourselves and others. Remember that God loves you unconditionally and that you are deserving of such love as a creature of God. If someone is crossing or violating your boundaries, treating you disrespectfully, or trying to have you give up your values; l e t t hem
k n o w, " L o ve doesn't work that way." State: “So let’s recap. What are some examples of how another person tries to violate one’s boundaries, using grooming to lure and entice the person as they build a relationship
with them?” Let students respond, adding to their feedback as needed. Share: A little further in this lesson we
will look at how to say “No” to an adult in these kinds of situations, and think what you might say in different
ways to help keep yourself safe. (see Section VI, Activity: “How to Say ‘No’ to an Adult.” (Do this sheet).
Ask: “And if someone tries to touch you inappropriately or makes you feel uneasy, what do you say and do,
even if telling can hurt family members or others? Do you also watch out for younger siblings and others in the
same way?”
Remind them: Any person who is touched inappropriately or has such an experience needs help, healing, and support from family and professionals. It is never your fault if someone touches or tries to touch you.
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Ask: “Are you still listening to your ‘gut feelings’?” “Do you trust your own instincts when you think something’s wrong?” “What if you were told not to tell?” “What do you do if you see it happening to someone
else?” (Discuss).
State: “You need to tell/talk to a trusted adult. Sometimes, you may need to keep speaking up until you get
someone to listen and take action.”
Share: Before you start dating, know yourself and your values. Talk to your parents, and keep the
communication lines open. What is your purpose for dating another person? Have a plan—so you are in
control and don’t end up being under another’s control. At this age, do activities in a group with others;
check people out—what does the other one’s actions tell you about him/her? What is being said? What are
your actions and speech telling others? Is it in line with your values and goals? In a group, each can pay
their own way, owing the other nothing (no ‘favors”). Know before you go out how you are getting home,
and take a powered mobile phone with you. Be careful about inviting the other into your house, unless your
parents are home and have approved of the plan earlier. Trust your instincts; never believe you have to
spend time alone with one who makes you uncomfortable. Leave situations that you do not feel good
about; use the skills you have learned, and speak to a trusted adult about these feelings for added help.
Remember, the only person you can influence to change is yourself—not others.
When you are out with others, be watchful! Be aware from where your food and drinks are coming. Check
it out—if the drink tastes or smells “funny,” don’t drink it. You do not know what is in it, or who added it. If
the pop can has been opened, don’t drink it. It’s best to buy your own drinks, so you can see who has handled it. Keep an eye on your drink—keep it with you. If you get up and go away from your drink, don’t come
back to it; dump it. Keep your mind sharp to take in the event and getting to know others, and they you.

VI. What to do if you feel pressure to break the rules.

State: “It is important to get help if you feel pressure to break the rules or if someone else is breaking the rules…especially if the person breaking the rules is an adult.” “As a friend it is important to
know where to go for help if you see a friend being pressured to break rules.” “Think about who the
trusted adults are in your life whom you would turn to if you needed help.”
State: “Sometimes you may also need to take a stand in order to be safe.” “You may need to say
‘no’ to the person who is pressuring you to break the rules.”
Distribute: “When to Say ‘No’ to an Adult” handout and “How to Say ’No’ to and Adult” handout.
Discuss: Scenarios “When to Say ’No’ to an Adult”
Activity: “How to Say ‘No’ to an adult.” (Be sure to do this activity sheet)
In this activity, assist students in thinking of examples of each strategy for saying ‘No.’ Remind students to use these strategies in situations where they need to say ‘No’ to follow the
rules or to be safe. State: “Everyone is made in God’s image and deserving of respect. For
this reason, it is important to be respectful—even when you need to say ‘No’.”

VII.
Establishment
of Classroom
Ask students:
“What rules
do you have atRules
school / at home?”
Record responses on the board.
State: “We need to set some rules for this class.”
Point to rules written on the board and ask: “Which of these rules do you think we should use in
our classroom?”
What other rules do you think we need?” Circle from / add to the previous list.
Where possible, regroup and rephrase the rules identified by your class to resemble the general
rules of your religious education program, etc.
Note: Most rules fall under a few categories that can be

objectified with specific examples (e.g. Keep hands and feet
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to yourself / respect other’s space, etc are categories that include a variety of physical acting out behaviors; Respect
others feelings / use respectful language covers use of appropriate / non-offensive language vs. name calling or ridicule, etc.; Create a good learning environment would include listening, taking turns, raising your hand, being quiet,
etc).
This is a useful activity as it helps the students better
understand the general rules and helps them feel connected as they see that the rules identified by the adult authorities are the same rules they identified as a class.

Summarize the rules for the class and write them on a poster-board that will remain in the
classroom throughout the year.
You may wish to have each child draw or cut out a picture that illustrates an example of each rule,
or have students decorate the poster to increase their ownership.
Activity
“Our Class Rules”
In this activity, students make their own list of the classroom rules and draw / illustrate an example of each. This is an important activity as it increases retention of the rules as well as
providing “take home” information to share with parents.

VIII. Remembering the Rules
After establishing classroom rules, it is important to identify how your students will remember the
rules and be motivated to follow them. Classroom discussion may help you arrive at a strategy for
implementing rules in your classroom.
Ask the students, “What helps you remember rules? What happens if you don’t follow the rules at
school? At home? “ Encourage students to brainstorm ways to remember the rules.
Record student responses. If no one identified “consequences” as a motivation / reminder for
following rules, add “We sometimes we need to experience consequences to remember to follow the
rules. Re-define student responses to match regular consequences of your program if possible.

Activity Sheets and Handouts
IX. Closing Prayer

Lord,
Thank you for the rules you
have given to guide us. We
are thankful for rules to keep
us safe, to help us get along,
to make us all feel welcome
and accepted. Please help
us to follow our classroom
rules so we all have the opportunity to learn more about
you and our Catholic faith.
Give us courage to share our
feelings and ask for help if
we feel pressure to break the
rules.
In your name we pray.
Amen.

Handout:
Know the
Rules for
Adult/ Child
Interactions

Handout:
When to Say
‘No’ to an
Adult

Handout: How
to Say ‘No” to
an Adult

Activity:
How to
Say ‘No”
to an
Adult

Optional Activity:
The Ten
Commandments

Activity: Our
Class Rules

Additional Supplemental Activities can be
found at: http://www.rapidcitydiocese.org/
WP/safe-environment
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Diocese of Rapid City
Safe Environment Office
343-3541
(605)

Materials developed by
Diocese of Grand Island
used with permission

Diocese of Rapid City.
Materials created by the Diocese of Grand Island. Used with permission.

Diocese of Rapid City
Safe Environment Office
(605) 343-3541

Materials created by Diocese of
Grand Island. Used with permission.

Diocese of Rapid City
Safe Environment Office
(605) 343-3541

Materials created by the Diocese of Grand
Island. Used with permission.
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Activity
Grade 7

“How to Say No”
...If someone is crossing boundaries.
If someone is in your personal space, violates your comfort zone, or pressures you to break the
rules, What do you do? Sometimes it’s not so easy to think of what to say to someone who is
making you feel uncomfortable. Think of some respectful ways to “Say No.”
1. Just say, “No.”

6. Give a reason:

2. Give an excuse:

7. Get a second opinion:

3. Suggest an alternative:

8. Delay your decision:

4. Reverse the Pressure:

9. Share your feelings: ________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

5. Avoid or leave the situation:

It is important to share how you feel.
Sometimes others just aren’t aware of our
boundaries and if they know how we are
feeling they will change their behavior.
Sometimes
people
chose
to
cross
boundaries. If someone won’t take no for an
answer or doesn’t respect your feelings, get
away and tell an adult who will listen.
Diocese of Rapid City.
Materials created by the Diocese of Grand Island. Used with permission.

